
Some of our group were sitting in
the sun chatting, some listening
to music and others smoking
(against the rules) or reading.
Upstairs, they were totally
trapped in their minds and locked
into this physical place, to this
one large room, all together. Their
condition and situation is burned
into my memory and is 

the living embodiment of Hell to me.    
I was an outpatient downstairs

being treated for major depression
from 9 AM to 3PM, but my greatest
fear was moving upstairs full time    

with the men and women on the
2nd floor. It did not seem
completely unreasonable to me
that I could end up there. I have
a great uncle who walked out of 

I was an outpatient downstairs being treated for major
depression from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., but my greatest fear is
moving upstairs full time with the men and women on
the 2nd floor.

“
”

Walking with a
Depressed Man
– Trapped!
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Yielded Men is a weekly meeting open to all men who want to
discuss what they are going through in life, along with looking
for God’s perspective. Each week, we address a specific issue
that most every man faces in life, then we discuss the issue
with other men who share ideas and motivations to deal with
the issue, and we use God’s word as the standard to live by.

Yielded Men is a weekly meeting open to all men who
want to discuss what they are going through in life and
consider God’s perspective. Each week, we address a
specific issue that most every man faces in life. We
discuss the issue and share ideas and motivations to
deal with the issue, using God’s word as the standard
to live by.

We all have issues. At Yielded Men, we work through all these issues
from God’s perspective.

The scariest part of being at
the mental hospital that
Friday last Fall was looking

up from our outdoor break area
and noticing the desperation of
several ghost-like and severely
involved patients hammering their
fists into a thick, plexiglass window
on the 2nd level. They were
pointing fingers down at us,
seemingly furious at our freedom
and our cavalier flaunting of our
freedom. 

Fred Wilson
Yielded Men
Leader and
Transition Coach

Who & What?

It’s very interesting to watch how men process things.
Most men need other men to help point the way
through teaching. Other men need someone to walk
along with them. This is what we do at Yielded Men.
When two people get together they will only discuss a
certain amount of information. When three men are
together, the openness seems to go beyond their own
expectations. Yielded Men provides an atmosphere of
trust and encouragement. None of us have arrived,
and we need each other to hear from God as well as
to develop deeper male relationships.

Why?

Yielded Men meets (most) every Friday morning at 6:30 a.m.
at J. Alexander's at The Forum in Peachtree Corners. The
meeting lasts one hour.

Yielded Men
J. Alexander's at The Forum
5245 Peachtree Parkway
Peachtree Corners, GA 30092

Where & When?



her personal journal: “Holy Lord, I
feel that I am carrying my precious
Shane in on a mat before you,
lowering him through the roof of
our lives. I don’t know if he can
see you yet Lord. Give him eyes
to see! Let him see you in such a
new and clear way like never
before. Thank you for the precious
people you have brought into our
lives for such a time as this – Oh,
we need the support!”
It would be more than 12

weeks filled with painful days,
hours and minutes until I met Fred
Wilson on the YMCA track, and a
few more very ‘precious people’
that my wife had been praying for
all along could begin to walk
beside me and help me heal…

EDITOR’S NOTE:  This is part
two of a series being written by
one of Fred Wilson’s Counselees,
Shane McGriff, about clinical
depression and God’s grace.

his home and never re-appeared
again (no one still knows what
happened to him), a grandfather
who was committed for perhaps a
decade to the state mental
institution, and both a mother and
uncle who have been in and out
of mental treatment facilities their
whole lives. And I am not even
sure if they are the craziest ones!
It seemed surreal, even at the

time, to be in an actual
psychiatric hospital. I had always
locked the possibility out of my
own mind. Yet, a few days prior
one of my best friends in
Peachtree Corners appeared at
my house around noon and
asked me to get into his truck so
we could go some help. I was still
in bed when he rang the doorbell
and my wife gently encouraged
me to speak to him. I did and I
agreed to go in tears that flowed
from seeing the pain and fear in
her face. The whole situation felt
like an out-of-body scene from a
very strange nightmare. 
When we arrived at the first

mental hospital we tried on the
West side of Atlanta, I waited in
the lobby for a long time and
finally went in to speak to a
counselor. He determined I did

not have an active plan to kill
myself, so I was not eligible to be
admitted to the facility overnight.
We were going back home. This
was hugely frustrating and
confusing to my wife, but a few
days later I agreed with her to
begin an outpatient program at a
facility nearer to our house.
The past few weeks and

months leading to that day below
the ‘ghosts on the 2nd floor’ have
been exhausting and there was
very little sleep, even with sleep
medication and 12 hours or more
of simply lying in bed. Earlier that
week, my in-laws came to stay
with us to help my wife with the
kids, which was unbearable to me
due to my pride and
embarrassment to be seen in
such a state of depression. I
could not, or chose not, to get out
of bed until my Mother-in-Law
came into my room to try and
offer some breakfast at 10:30 AM.
She encouraged me to get up
and try to do something, even if it
was to just put dishes in the
dishwasher. The shame of this
condition is crushing me…
Looking back, here is the

prayer of my amazing wife during
these days as she recorded it in

GIVE A PRICELESS GIFT TO THE MEN IN YOUR LIFE THIS CHRISTMAS!      YIELDED MEN - PEACHTREE CORNERS

It is six-thirty on a warm October
Friday morning. A broad-faced
Korean-American man stands in
front of a group of three dozen
groggy men nursing their coffee in
this strangely quiet wing of the
normally boisterous J. Alexander’s
restaurant. David Lee seems calm
and confident as he begins to
address the guys, mostly in their
30s, 40s and 50s from the
Peachtree Corners Community.
They are software developers,
bankers, preachers, graphic
designers, fathers, grandfathers --
really all kinds.
As David speaks, he is

obviously smart and serious (with-
out taking himself too seriously),
almost like a friendly professor,
the one that cared more about the
students than the other faculty. It
seems effortless for him to use
Scripture to communicate God’s
plan for men this morning – the
topic is forgiveness and the very
difficult issue of self-forgiveness. 
There will be time for

discussion and questions later, but
this is David’s uninterrupted
presentation. This morning’s issue
is critical and the speaker has an
almost unbelievable gift of
teaching in such elegant prose
that he would appear to be using
hidden notes or a carefully
memorized text. This is not so,
however, even if at times the
prose seems to be morphing into
poetry without any stuffy formality
or pretense. How does he do this?
Well, lifelong preparation is

part of the answer. David Lee is a
40-year-old Presbyterian pastor
with a Masters in Divinity earned

in 2001 and a Masters in Theology,
which he finished in 2011 from
Covenant Seminary in St. Louis.
He is Husband to Sonia for over 11
years now and Dad to Sophia, age
9 and Derek, age 6. The Lees live
the Fox Hill community of
Peachtree Corners. And while his
parents were first-generation
immigrants from Seoul, Korea,
David has lived in the North Atlanta
suburbs most of his life. He knows
the ways of the southern
suburbanite and how to reach him,
while retaining his love for Korean
culture, and especially Korean
food, as this author happily
discovered. Why would such a
pastor choose to minister to this
regular group at Yielded Men?

“Personally, I need
relationships with men of all ages,
so we can grow together. I want to
support reaching men to
strengthen their faith. I have been
preaching and teaching regularly
for over 16 years, through a variety
of groups from elderly down to

elementary school classes. I firmly
believe that the Bible is God’s truth
and it applies to REAL LIFE. We
try to help people see that at
Yielded Men, to help men mature
in faith, life and in mission,” says
Lee.
Yielded Men in an integral part

of Lee’s larger ministry and
purpose in Peachtree Corners,
which is to help lead “community
transformation,” which he explains
happens, “when people are
connected to God and brought into
a worship relationship with God.”
Lee is passionate that

Peachtree Corners’ diversity is one
of its greatest strengths in Christ.
“The Bible affirms our cultural
identity but calls us to be together
as a Christian community. If there
is one place we should be able to
overcome our divisions, it should
be the Church!”
Get to know David Lee at

Yielded Men bible study, held
every Friday at 6:30 a.m., at J.
Alexander’s Restaurant.

Yielded Man Spotlight: David Lee

Yielded Men is a unique, non-profit (501-3c) ministry serving men in the Peachtree
Corners Community. Every dollar donated to Yielded Men is invested efficiently to expand
Christian mentoring and transition services to men in our neighborhood, and to help men
develop a deeper relationship with Jesus Christ. What a blessing to be a part of this local
ministry that God is using in such clear and demonstrable ways, and literally all around us!
Please prayerfully consider making a donation to sustain and grow Yielded Men’s ministry
today. All donations are tax deductible. 

Send Donations to:
Yielded Ministries, Inc.
5567 Patrick Court
Peachtree Corners, GA 30092
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